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A computationally useful criterion for grid optimization is derived, based on a measure of the 
interpolation error associated with the finite element model. The result is intended to be used to 
improve the quality of finite element solutions by changing the location of the nodes within a fixed 
number of degrees of freedom. Examples of the application of the criterion are provided. 

1. Introduction 

The finite element method has become an important tool of engineering analysis and 
design. Much of the popularity of the method is due to the freedom that it allows in the 
construction of the discretized model. It has long been realized, however, that this freedom 
must be carefully exercised since the quality of the finite element solution greatly depends on 
how the discretization is performed. Several methods have been proposed to improve the 
discretized model in an iterative manner. One such method is presented in this paper. 

A natural way of improving the quality of finite element solutions is to increase the number 
of degrees of freedom. The process is normally performed after an initial solution is already 
available. Several schemes have been devised to introduce the new degrees of freedom in a 
selective manner in order to produce the greatest possible improvement of the previous 
solution. This calls for the definition of criteria to identify the regions of the domain where the 
finite element approximation is poorer. The new degrees of freedom are added in these 
regions by either increasing the order of polynomial approximation inside elements, the 
so-called p-method, or by subdivision of elements, or h-method. The process is continued until 
a specified accuracy is achieved. 

The quality of the finite element solution may be improved also by optimizing the 
disposition of the nodes. Analysts often rely on their experience to construct grids that make 
an efficient use of the available degrees of freedom. It is also possible to improve the quality of 
existing meshes iteratively using predefined guidelines for the redistribution of the nodes. This 
paper considers the development of such guidelines. 
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An example of the implementation of an h-version of the finite element method is 
presented in [l-4]. In these works, new degrees of freedom are introduced by selectively 
subdividing elements in regions where the finite element approximation is less accurate, These 

regions are identified by means of element error ‘indicators’ constructed from the finite 
element solution. The ‘indicators’ are related to the size of each element and to local residuals 
that arise from the force unbalance resulting from the application of the original differential 
operator to the finite element solution. An enriched mesh is obtained after subdividing, in a 
nested fashion, all elements with high error ‘indicators’. For one-dimensional grids it is shown 
that near-optimality is achieved when the error ‘indicators’ are constant for all elements. This 
result is also applied to two-dimensional problems. Error ‘indicators’ are also used to estimate 
the magnitude of the finite element error e. An error ‘estimator’ E is introduced and the 
authors discuss the conditions under which /1e1/== e, where the LP-stress-energy norm is used. 
For many one-dimensional problems the ‘estimator’ is asymptotically exact in the sense that 
c/j]ej]+ 1 as the representative size of the element approaches zero. Other error indicators, 
based on interpolation error bounds similar to those described later in this paper, are 
discussed in [S]. In this case the author proposes a form of h-enrichment of the mesh that 
applies to triangular elements. 

The selective enrichment of the mesh by the p-method is treated in [4,6,7]. Also explored 
are the advantages of using hierarchical interpolating functions within the context of both the 
h-version and the p-version of mesh enrichment. When hierarchical functions are used, the 
introduction of an additional degree of freedom has the effect of adding an extra term to the 
approximation of the solution, the usual analogy being the addition of terms in a Fourier 
series. Further computational efficiency is achieved since the ‘stiffness’ matrix corresponding to 
the initial mesh becomes a submatrix of the ‘stiffness’ matrix associated with the enriched 
mesh. Error ‘indicators’ and ‘estimators’ based on residuals are also used in these papers to 
identify the regions where new degrees of freedom should be added. Other references on 
hierarchical elements are found in [8,9]. 

Much of the work in grid optimization has been based on the fact that the finite element 
solution yields an upper bound on the potential energy. Given a fixed number of elements and 
a specified order of local polynomial approximation, the best grid is defined as the one 
associated with the lowest upper bound on the potential energy. The problem may be stated as 
follows: find the location of the nodes x in order to 

minimize fl(x, WI W> > 

subject to geometry constraints. 

Here Lr represents the potential energy and W,(X) denotes the finite element solution 
corresponding to X. Unfortunately, the complexity of the relation between x and ui, makes the 
formal solution to this problem generally unattractive. Rather than attempt to find a true 
minimizer of D, several authors have described guidelines that approximate in some sense the 
true optimality conditions and are at the same time easier to implement computationally. 

The strain energy density (sed) of the approximate solution has been used in different forms 
for the development of guidelines based on the reduction of the potential energy. A rule that 
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suggests elements should be disposed along lines of constant sed, or isoenergetics, was first 
proposed in [lo]. The same suggestion is made in [ll] after the authors examine several 
numerical examples in which the potential energy was minimized using a direct search 
technique. The authors also propose a scheme for the selection of the appropriate isoenergetic 
contours and for the placement of nodes on these lines. A similar method is studied in 1121. 

A study based on the direct minimization of the potential energy is presented in [13,14]. 
The author uses mathematical programming methods that do not require derivative in- 
formation and combines them with a ‘node distribution’ scheme based on local energy 
distribution for improved convergence. 

Another optimality criterion based on sed is presented in [15], where the authors study the 
effect that the ‘gradual’ introduction of an additional degree of freedom has on the potential 
energy. This effect is measured by the difference of strain energy densities in the enriched and 
the original meshes. This quantity is defined as the specific energy difference. The magnitude 
of the strain energy difference associated with the introduction of a degree of freedom within 
an element is estimated by taking the difference between the sed at any point and the sed at 
the centroid of the element. This measure provides the basis for the evaluation of the merit of 
a grid and mesh refinement is adopted in regions of high strain energy difference, 

A procedure involving the use of interactive computer graphics for the construction of 
improved grids is presented in f163. Here it is argued that the best finite element solution is the 
one that best approximates the total strain energy. This solution is associated with the best 
possible approximation to the integrand of the strain energy, the sed. In order to reduce the 
error involved in this approximation, the authors propose that nodes should be distributed in 
such a way that the difference of seds between selected neighboring nodes is made constant. 

The criteria and procedures mentioned above constitute a small but significant sample of 
the different approaches to mesh optimization. The list is by no means complete and important 
contributions have not been included because of limitations in space. The reader is referred to 
[12,17] for additional references. 

The addition of degrees of freedom by the h- or p-methods is an attractive means to 
improve the finite element approximation and indeed this may be the recommended approach 
for some problems. After all, convergence to the exact solution is in all reasonable examples 
insured if the process of refinement is continued indefinitely. In some instances however the 
analyst may be interested only in improving an existing grid without the complications 
involved in subdividing elements or in using different interpolating functions in different 
elements. This is often the case, for instance, when finite elements are used as part of an 
iterative design optimization process. The modification of the grid may be incorporated as part 
of the design scheme with only moderate additional effort, especially if the criteria for grid 
optimization resemble the optimality criteria for the design. 

The iterative improvement of a grid is equivalent to an optimal design remodelling problem 
based on optimality criteria. In such problems, the analyst is given an initial design on which a 
fixed amount of remodelling is performed and the task consists on applying the optimality 
criteria to modify the design in the most efficient way. In order for this approach to be 
feasible, the optimality criteria must appear in a form that allows easy implementation. The 
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requirement that some quantity be constant over certain regions is an often encountered form 
of optimality criterion. Equally distributed stresses or constant strain energy density on the 
domain boundary are typical examples. Conditions of this form are also desirable in grid 
optimization. If fK is a quantity defined over element K, guidelines for grid optimization such 
as fK = constant for all elements K can be implemented using already existing remodelling 
schemes. The parallel improvement of both grid and design would be simplified as well. A 
simple version of such guideline is proposed in this paper. 

Most rules for grid optimization are related to the minimization of a specific quantity, or 
objective function, selected as the measure of quality of the grid. The objective selected in this 
paper is the error associated with the interpolation of the true solution using functions from 
the finite element space. This is a reasonable choice since, for well posed problems, the 
interpolation error bounds the finite element error. This use of the interpolation error also 
permits the derivation of useful guidelines for grid remodelling. The problem is presented as 
an optimal design formulation. The objective function is constructed from existing bounds on 
interpolation error, available from interpolation theory. Element lengths and areas are 
selected as design variables, respectively in one- and two-dimensional problems. The necessary 
conditions for a minimum of this problem appear in a form unsuitable for computations but 
they can be successfully replaced by more manageable equations that become the desired 
guidelines. The effect of this approximation may be measured in terms of the representative 
size of the mesh and, in all cases studied, the proposed guidelines have produced good results. 

2. Finite element approximation 

The magnitude of the finite element error and of the interpolation error and its bound are 
measured here using the norms and seminorms associated with the Sobolev spaces H”‘(O). 
These spaces are formed by functions whose generalized derivatives of order m are bounded, 
in the mean square sense, over the domain 0. In two dimensions, the space H”(O) equipped 
with the norm 

and seminorm 

where (Ye and (Y* are nonnegative integers. Similar 
domains by simply setting a2 to zero. 

Let the original problem be a second-order, elliptic 
exact solution of the associated variational problem 

a(u, v) = F(u) for all ZI E V 

(1) 

(2) 

expressions apply to one-dimensional 

boundary value problem. Let u be the 

where a (a, a) is a bilinear, bicontinuous, and V-elliptic form on V X V; F(e) is a bounded linear 
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form on V; and V is a subspace of Sobolev spaces that usually includes some of the boundary 
conditions. Let uh be the corresponding finite element approximation selected from a 
finite-dimensional space xh. It is assumed that all the necessary conditions for the existence of 
u and &, are satisfied. It is also assumed that the original domain is polygonal and therefore, it 
may be covered by straight sided elements. Certain simplifications apply also to the geometry 
of the elements. Only line, triangular and quadrilateral elements are considered. Using the 
definition of [18, Chapter 31, it is required that all elements be regular. This requirement is 
satisfied by all elements that are not ‘collapsed’, or equivalently, whose internal angles are 
bounded away from 0” and 180”. Finally, secondary nodes, if present, are placed so that the 
corresponding side is subdivided into equal segments. 

Assuming that the solution u is smooth enough, it may be interpolated using functions from 
the finite-dimensional space xh. Let u1 be such a function. For all nodes bj, ur satisfies 

i.e., ur has the same value of u at the nodes and it may be represented using the standard 
interpolating functions inside each element. The function ur is introduced because, for well 
posed problems, the error associated with the interpolation of u by u1 bounds the error of 
approximating u by uh. That is, 

((u - uh(I s cllu - UIll (3) 

for some positive constant C. The norm )( - 1) in (3) a b ove is the norm induced by a(*, *) on V 
and, for many significant problems, it is equivalent to a norm in H’(0). This result has been 
used extensively to construct estimates of the rate of convergence of the finite element 
method. Bounds on the interpolation error are immediately available for that purpose. For the 
purposes of the grid optimization problem, these same bounds are used the basis for the 
construction of objective functions. The following result from interpolation theory provides an 
excellent bound on the error. 

3. Interpolation error theorem 

Let the space of finite element solutions be of degree k 2 1, and let u E H”“(0). Define h, 
as the diameter of element K. There exists a positive constant C independent on K such that, 
for all finite elements, 

lb - u~bn,rc Wh!P”(ujk+l,K, 0 d m s k . (4) 

This result constitutes an excellent basis for the construction of guidelines for grid optimization. 
It relates the local interpolation error, and therefore the finite element error, to local functions of 
element sizes. Furthermore, a global measure of the error is available by the simple addition of 
these terms. 

It is useful to introduce a function B(u, h), with h = (hl, h2, . . . , hM), defined by 
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B = 5 h~luli+I.K]1’2 1 K=I 

where p is a given parameter. In most problems the norm in (3) is equivalent to a norm in 
H’(R), and, using (4) and the definition of B, it follows that 

A similar result in terms of element areas A, is also possible. For regular elements there exists 
a constant o independent on K, such that 

h$Gu/iK, K=l,2 ,..., M. 

Using (4) 

and 

Ilu - 4sII.R s aCB(u, A), 

where A = (A,, A*, . . . A,). Clearly 
step. 

4. The grid optimization problem 

P=k 

(7) 

(8) 

some of the accuracy of the original bound is lost in this 

The function B is the basis for the construction of the guidelines for grid optimization. For 
one-dimensional problems B is expressed as a function of element lengths. For two-dimen- 
sional grids, element areas are used instead. The value of the parameter p is varied 
accordingly. Stated in the form of a minimization problem, the grid optimization problem 
takes the following forms. 

(1) One-dimensiona grids. Find the vector of element lengths h = (h,, h2, . . . , h,) that 

minimizes B*(u, h) = 5 hflI~l~+~,~, 
K=l 

(9.4 

subject to 5 hK = 1 , (9.b) 

K=l 

h,q==O (9.c) 

where p = 2k and the domain has been normalized. 
(2) Two-dimensional grids. Given a polygonal domain 0 of fixed boundary, find the vector 

of element areas A = (Al, AZ,. . . , A,) that 

minimizes B’(u, A) = 2 A$JuIE+~,K, 
KS1 

(1O.a) 
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subject to $’ AK = 1 , (lO.b) 
K=l 

AKaO. (1O.c) 

A set of guidelines for the construction of approximations to the solution of problem (9) can 
be derived using a trick introduced by Babuska in [2, p. 4411. The trick is based on the use of a 
so-called grading function p(t) to define the disposition of the nodes on the domain. This 
function p(t) : [0, l] + [0, l] is continuous, with continuous first derivative, and strictly increas- 
ing in (0,l). The set of nodes (0 = x0 < x1 < * - * < xM = 1) is called a graded partition of the 
domain if it satisfies the conditions 

P(XK)=K/M, K=O,1,2 ,..., M 
where 

P(0) = 0 3 p(1) = 1 . 

With the aid of p(t), it is possible to express the objective B’(u, h) in (9.a) as a functional 
with p(t) as the dependent variable. This is done by first replacing the element lengths hK 
using 

p’(t)dt = l/M = P'(XK-II$IK(~+ O(~K)), 
(11) 

with X&1/2 = 1/2(xK_1 + xK), and then approximating the sum over all elements in (9.a) by 

’ fi dt(1 + O(h)) Cp’(t)]P (12) 

Here the symbol g(t) is used to represent the argument in the integral of the seminorm 
]uI~+~,~. The approximation of B2 suggests the use of the calculus of variations to obtain the 
function p(t) that minimizes the integral. This optimum grading function satisfies 

P’(l) = lS( ) 

t 103+1 

s(t) * 
(13) 

llD+ldt 

Using (11) and (13), the condition of optimality of p is asymptotically equivalent to the set of 
equations 

fK = h@IZk+l,K = A, K= 1,2,. . . , M (14) 

where A is a constant, independent of K, and /3 = 2k. Furthermore, as a result of the 
introduction of the grading function, it is possible to show that if h * denotes the true optimum 
and h is the approximation from (14), 

B2(u, h) = B2(u, h *)(l + O(h)) (15) 

where h = maxK{hK}. 
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Guidelines (14) are quite naturally related to the local interpolation error. In view of (4) 
(14) indicate that the grid h makes the element interpolation error roughly the same 
throughout the domain. The derivation of a similar result for application to two-dimensional 
problems is not as simple. The guidelines for grid optimization in two dimensions proposed 
here is simply an extension of the one-dimensional result, namely 

fK=A$]u12k+l,K=h, K=1,2 ,..., M (16) 

where p = k. This extension is in part motivated by the observation that the true optimality 
conditions of problems (9) and (10) also have a similar form. For completeness, these 
equations are presented below and their derivation is outlined in Appendix A. Using the 
symbol mK to represent the it%“-measure of element li: (length in R’, area in R2), the true 
necessary conditions for optimality of (9) or (10) indicate that for all elements K and neighbors 
N such that K n N f 0, 

(17) 

Here gKN is the average value of g(t) on the side or node shared by K and N (see Appendix 
A). Given that the same equation (17) describes optimality in either 5%’ or R2, it is reasonable 
to simplify the problem in R2 by extending the one-dimensional guideline (14) into two 
dimensions via (16). 

Equations (14) and (16) are of the right form, namely fK = constant, but because of the 
presence of the exact solution u, they are still not usable for computations. At this point it is 
necessary to find a suitable replacement for IuI~+~,~. Several alternatives are possible and an 
easy to compute substitute is proposed here. Let the solution u be replaced in Iu~~+~,~ by a 
known function 4.. The function ;ti should be available from the finite element solution and 
should be such that the ratio /u - ii/ k+&/~jk+~.~ is small, of order h” for some positive number 
(Y. Using ti, the suggested guidelines take the final form 

(2-D) ApKiiij”k+,,K = ii, P = k. (19) 

The following simple construction of 6 for use in the seminorm /tijk+1,x has been used with 
reasonable success. 

(1-D): At each of the element end points, the average value of ~3~u,,/8x~ across the element 
boundary is evaluated. Using these two values and the magnitude of dkuJlaXk at the center of 
the element, a piecewise linear function is defined inside each K. This function corresponds to 
d%/dXk. 

(2-D): For each nonnegative pair (LYE, ty2) such that cyl + a2 = k, the average value of 
~~l+~*~~/~x~l~~~z across the element boundary is evaluated at each element midside. These 
point values are interpolated inside the element and the result is defined as P’%/~xWX~*. 

This construction of fi demands a minimum of additional computational effort and, under 
reasonable assumptions on the regdarity of u, it corresponds to ratio 1 u - ~~k+l,d~u~k+l,~ of 
order h 1’2, although higher values have been observed (LY = 1). The proposed guidelines have 
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been used in problems with singularities, where the solution is no longer in H’+‘(a) and, even 
in these cases, remarkable improvements in the quality of the approximation uh are achieved. 
For linear interpolation models (k = l), the seminorm llil k+l,K is related to stress jumps across 
element boundaries in problems in mechanics. The conditions (18) and (19) correspond then to 
making some weighted average of these jumps constant throughout the domain. Other 
definitions of ii are possible and the one suggested here was selected for the simplicity of its 
computation. 

5. Computer implementation 

An iterative algorithm was developed to modify existing grids to satisfy the conditions 

f~ = &ltil’,+,,, = constant (20) 

discussed earlier. The method was conceived as a simple but secure way of obtaining improved 
grids without extensive manipulations. The procedure was selected, not for its computational 
efficiency in terms of CPU time, but because of the simplicity of its implementation. A similar 
scheme can be applied to the simpler one-dimensional problem, but it is not discussed here 
due to space limitations. 

The modification of two-dimensional grids presents the difficulty that the movement of a 
node requires the knowledge of both the direction and the magnitude of the change. The 
motion of each node must be consistent with the boundary of the domain and with the 
connectivity of the mesh, and large enough to produce quick improvement. Extensive grid 
modification per iteration, however, demands somewhat complicated book-keeping schemes 
and it is not attempted here for the sake of simplicity. 

The motion of a node is determined by the magnitude of the fK’s in elements surrounding 
the node. If the value of fK is larger than average, the nodes around K should move so that AK 
is reduced. Since a node is usually shared by several elements, its local movement should be in 
the direction of the neighboring element with the larger fK. The magnitude of the movement 
depends on the relative magnitude of the fK’s. This suggests the idea of assigning a ‘mass-like’ 
quantity to each element. The ‘mass’ is placed at the element’s geometric center and ‘attracts’ 
the nodes surrounding it. At each v iteration, this motion is described by 

c 
v+1 _ 

K,-iNl ~WK/AK)” 
X” - . 

c KEINl (FK/AK)” 
where 

;+l is the new location of the nth node; 
TN) is th e set of all elements that contain x,; 
XL is the location of the geometric center of K in the vth iteration. 
For nodes on the boundary, the motion is simply restricted to be tangent to the boundary. 

This is the only precaution needed to insure that the shape of the domain remains unchanged. 
The method has been successfully tested using quadrilateral elements, although no con- 

vergence proof is available. Improvement per iteration depends on the behavior of the 
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solution u and on the initial, given grid. However, in most cases studied, it has not been 
necessary to satisfy the conditions (20) exactly in order to achieve a substantial improvement. 
Most of the improvement is already available when the. fK’s are simply of the same order of 
magnitude. 

6. Examples 

The following examples of improved grids were constructed by modifying an initial 
grid-typically uniform- to satisfy the guidelines for grid optimization given by (18) or (19). In 
most cases a substantial improvement of the finite element solution is available from grids that 
satisfy these equations only approximately. In these cases the modification of the grid is 
stopped before the guidelines are satisfied exactly. 

EXAMPLE 6.1. The first example corresponds to the solution of the one-dimensional 
problem 

T(0) = 0 ) T(1) = 1 

with u = 1, constant in (0, l), and k = 0.01. For uniform meshes the finite element ap- 
proximation oscillates around the exact solution since the flow velocity u is far larger than the 
conductivity k. Much of this undesirable behavior, however, may be avoided by appropriately 

1.S i 

+ uh uniform grid 

m u,, improved grid 

0 u exact 
0.5 

-1.0’ 

Fig. 1. Example 6.1. Finite element solutions uh cor- 
responding to uniform and improved grids, and exact 
solution U. 

Fig. 2. Example 6.1. Finite element solutions for h-type 
of mesh refinement. M = number of elements. 
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modifying the grid. This observation is illustrated in Fig. 1 where the finite element solution 
corresponding to uniform and improved meshes are compared to the exact solution. The 
comparison shows that the oscillatory behavior of the approximation is substantially reduced 
by the improved grid. The finite element solution obtained from the improved grid is 
essentially undistinguishable from the exact solution. 

In order to compare this result with other methods of grid improvement, an example of the 
application of an h-type method is shown in Fig. 2. Starting from a coarse grid, the mesh was 
enriched by subdividing elements in regions where the approximation was poorer. This 
Babuska’s method also provides a substantial improvement of quality of approximate solu- 
tions. 

One possible advantage of the method proposed in this article is that once the algorithm of 
mesh movement is established, it also works for time dependent problems. In this case, the 
finite element mesh moves as time t goes. However, in the extension of the h-type method, it 
might be quite difficult to manage subdividing elements for time dependent problems when the 
‘shock’ wave front travels as time goes. 

EXAMPLE 6.2. For the second example the exact solution u corresponds to the displace- 
ment inside a domain R under plane strain conditions. The domain 0 is given by 

n = ((x, y) E RZ: 0 < x < 2, 0 -=c y -c 1) 

and boundary conditions are imposed as in Fig. 3. A Poisson’s ratio v = 0.499 is used, 
corresponding to an essentially incompressible material. The finite element approximation to 
the solution u also exhibits an oscillatory behavior that can be improved using a graded mesh. 

The oscillatory behavior of the displacement near the fixed boundary is caused by the so 
called selective reduced integration method used to solve nearly incompressible problems. 
This method applies the l-point Gaussian integration rule to evaluate the stiffness matrices 
related to the term of volumetric strain, while the 2 X 2 Gaussian integration rule is applied for 
the term of shear strain, for Cnode isoparametric quadrilateral elements. 

A uniform mesh formed by b&linear quadrilaterals (i.e. 4-node elements) was used as the 
initial grid and was modified using the guidelines given by (19) with k = 1. In this case, 

u=(l,o) 

Fig. 3. Example 6.2. Boundary conditions. 
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however, the exact solution u is not smooth enough to be in H*(0) and therefore, the 
conditions for the construction of the interpolation error bound (4) are not satisfied. The 
solution u belongs to a larger space H3’*(J2) and a more conservative estimate of the bound is 
available by replacing (k + 1) by 3 in (4) and in the definition of j? in the grid optimization 
guidelines (19). It has been observed, however, that the improved grids have the effect of 
isolating the singularities in u and that the results obtained from the guidelines in (19) with 
k + 1 = 2 or k + 1 = : are essentially the same. 

The oscillatory behavior of the approximation associated with the uniform mesh is shown in 
Fig. 4. Schemes such as selective reduced integration with filtering methods are normally used 
in an effort to improve this behavior. However, as an alternative, grid optimization can be 
used with success for this purpose, as evidenced in Fig. 5 which depicts the displacement field 
associated with the improved grid. The improved grid itself is shown in Fig. 6. The initial value 
of B*(ti, A) (i semi-norm) is reduced by 30% after one iteration and by 40% after 5 iterations 
of the algorithm described earlier. 

Fig. 4. Example 6.2. Displacement pattern associated with the uniform mesh. 

\- ---/ 

Fig. 5. Example 6.2. Displacement pattern associated with the improved grid. 
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Fig. 6. Example 6.2. Improved grid. 

EXAMPLE 6.3. The cracked plate under tension shown in Fig. 7 provides another example 
of the application of the grid optimization guidelines to problems with singularities. The finite 
element problem was solved using bi-linear, quadrilateral 4-node elements. The initial grid is 
shown in Fig. 8. The improved grid was obtained using the optimization guidelines (19) with 
(k + 1) = $ to account for the singularity (Fig. 9). As in the previous example, essentially the 
same grid is produced by the usual choice of seminorms. 

The changes performed on the initial grid have a substantial effect on the representation of 
the stresses near the crack. Fig. 10 shows the (normalized) magnitude of the equivalent stress 
(Tresca) as a function of the distance r to the origin, for the ray 8 = 30”. The singularity at the 

Fig. 7. Example 4.3. Plate geometry. 8 = 30”. 

-AL__ t 

Fig. 8. Example 6.3. Initial grid. 
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+ initial grid 
m improved grid 

P I i 
-2.0 -1.0 6.0 1.0 2.0 

r/a 

Fig. 10. Example 6.3. Stress distribution near the crack. 
Distance r is measured from the center of the crack, on 

Fig. 9. Example 6.3. Improved grid. the ray 8 = 30”. 

crack tip (r/a = ~tl) is better described by the improved grid, obtained after four iterations, 
which provides a maximum value of the ratio SF/SO x 2.7 times greater than the maximum 
available from the initial grid. 

EXAMPLE 6.4. The last example in this article is for bending of a cantilevered beam under a 
tip load. To do this, element stiffness matrices are obtained by the following selective reduced 
integration scheme. Noting that the stress-strain relation for plane problems could be 
represented by two constants A and p such that 

we compute the stiffness matrix related to the first part of the right-hand side of the above 
constitutive equation by using the l-point Gaussian quadrature rule for 4-node bilinear 
quadriIatera1 elements, while we obtain the remaining stiffness matrix due to the second part 
by using the 2 X 2 (full) Gaussian integration rule. This selective reduced integration scheme is 
robust to both bending and incompressibility of materials. To be sensitive to the bending, the 
shear term a,,y,, must be evaluated by the reduced integration scheme, and the term AEkkajj 
related to the volumetric strain has to be reduced to avoid locking of approximate solutions. 

Now suppose that the domain R is given by 



Fig. 11. Example 6.4. Initial grid. Fig. 12. Example 6.4. Improved grid. 

L?={(x,y)EW: O<x-=-3O,O<y<2), 

and A = h/(1 - v’), p = E/2(1 f v), E = 10 and v = 0.3. If a point load P = -1 is applied at 
the top of the free end, elementary beam theory yields the deflection of the free end is 
w = -PL3/3EI, L, = 10, and I = &Hz3 = 5, that is, w = -50. Using eight 4-node elements shown 
in Fig. 11, the deflection is computed as -30.6 at the free end. Applying grid optimizer 
described in above, we have the finite element model shown in Fig. 12 which provides the 
deflection -51.6 at the free end after three iterations. 

7. Conclusion 

The interpolation error associated with the finite element model constitutes a meaningful 
criterion for grid optimization. The analysis is simplified by the use of bounds on this error as 
the basis for the construction of objective functions and for the derivation of criteria for 
optimality. Although some approximations are necessary in order to render these criteria 
computationally useful, the resulting expressions remains intimately related to the original 
measure of interpolation error. The guidelines for grid optimization suggested here appear in a 
form that is attractive for computations and can lead to good improvements in the quality of 
the finite element solution with relatively small effort. 

Appendix A 

The stationary conditions (17) for problem (10) are derived after performing a first-order 
variation of the objective function B2 with respect to element areas. The procedure is outlined 
here for two-dimensional grids but it can be followed also to derive the one-dimensional 
result. 

For convenience, let the positive quantity IK and function g(t) be defined by 

IK = I g(u(W = b12k+1.~ . K 

Let A=(A,,A, ,..., AM) be a feasible vector of element areas and let 6A = 
(6A,, SA2, . . . , SAM) represent a small variation consistent with the constraints (10-b) and 
(lO.c), that is, 

&iK+8~K)=i 
K 
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with A, >O for all K = 1,2, . . . , hf. Let 6A, be the variation of the area AK with respect to 
changes in AN. With this notation, 

and 6AKN = --SANK, with the conventions 

and &Ax+, = Oif KnN=0. 
If the solution u is smooth enough, there exist positive quantities gKN such that the change 

produced in 1, by the variation 6A is, to first order, given by 

N=l N=l 

The magnitude of g KN is related to the values of g(u(t)), on the interface between elements K 
and N, that is, to the mean square value of the (k + 1) derivatives of U. For instance, let K and 
N share two primary) nodes a and b and, let 6a and Sb be the motion of the nodes associated 
with SA. Then 

SAKN= #I- alpa f 6b)'rl, 61, = ; 
I 
b g(u)ds[(&z + 6b) * n] . 

a 

From which 

The unit vector n is normal to the side ub in the outward direction to K, Similarly, if K and N 
share only one node b, the magnitude of gKN is given simply by g(u(b)). 

With the notation described above, the first variation of the objective function is obtained 
after expanding 

B2(U,A+aA)= 5 (A"+~~~SA,)~(l,+~~*~~AXN). 
K=l 

From which 

Setting SB2 = 0 for arbitrary but feasible SA,'S implies that 

for all K and all N such that K fi N f 0. 
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